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Finnish Numeral-Noun Constructions:
Plural Marking Gone Haywire?

1 Introduction

Finnish Numeral-Noun Constructions (NNCs), typically, consist of an singular numeral
followed by a singular noun (1a). However, it is sometimes possible for both the numeral and
the noun to appear with plural marking (1b).

(1) a. kaksi
two

sukka-a
sock-part

‘two socks’

b. kahde-t
two-pl

suka-t
sock-pl

‘two pairs of socks’

The aim of this talk will be to provide a typology and a syntactic analysis of these cases, with
particular attention to the semantic effects that arise.

2 Numeral-Noun Constructions Across Languages

Since Borer (2005), a three-way typology of NNCs across languages has emerged (cf. Mathieu
2012, 2014, Kim & Melchin 2018, Mart́ı 2018, a.o.):

(2) a. three flower*(-s) (English: obligatorily plural noun)
b. liǎng

two
*(běn)
cl

shū
book

‘two books’ (Mandarin: obligatory classifier, singular noun)
c. üç örümcek(*-ler)

three spider-pl
‘three spiders’ (Turkish: obligatorily singular noun)

I adopt here the essentials of Borer’s (2005) system to make sense of this typology:

• The nominal Extended Projection is, minimally, as in (3):

(3) [DP Do [NumP Numo [DivP Divo [NP No ]]]]

• DivP performs a “dividing function”, necessary to make the noun denotation countable.

• NumP performs a “counting function” on the denotation of DivP.

• Each projection has to be licensed in the syntax (cf. range assignment in Borer 2005,
visibility in Giusti 2002, etc...). Typological variation depends on which features, heads,
or phrases license DivP and NumP.
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(4) a. three flowers b. NumP

CardP
three

Numo DivP

Divo

-s
NP

flower-

counting

dividing

(5) a. liǎng
two

běn
cl

shū
book

‘two books’

b. NumP

CardP
liǎng

Numo DivP

Divo

běn
NP
shū

counting

dividing

(6) a. üç
three

örümcek
spider

‘three spiders’

b. NumP

CardP
üç

Numo DivP

< CardP >

Divo NP
örümcek

counting

dividing

Prima facie, Finnish seems to behave just like Turkish (1a), yet there are cases where it behaves
instead more like English, insofar as there is plural morphology on the noun (1b).

• How is this alternation syntactically possible?

• What semantic effects are associated with this alternation?

3 A Profile of the Finnish Noun Phrase

I take the structure of the Finnish DP to be as in (8) (cf. Brattico 2010):

(7) ne
those.nom

kolme
three

pien-tä
small-par

las-ta
child-par

‘those three small children’
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(8) DP

Do

ne
NumP

CardP
kolme

Num′

Numo DivP

< CardP > Div′

Divo NP

AP
pien-tä

NP
las-ta

• I take cardinals to be complex specifiers, rather than heads (contra Ionin & Matushansky
2006, Danon 2012).

• I abstract away from the issue of case marking in NNCs. See Brattico (2010) for arguments
that these structures are not binominal or truly partitive1.

4 Plural Marking Gone Haywire?
Plural Concord in NNCs

It is possible for a NNC to be uniformly plural, with the plural morpheme appearing on the
noun, the numeral, and all the modifiers.

(9) a. kaksi
two

olut-ta
beer-par

‘two beers’

b. kahde-t
two-pl

olue-t
beer-pl

(see below)

Plural concord can arise in a wide range of contexts. I suggest that in each case plurality
originates in a different structural position, making a different semantic contribution.

1. Approximate/multiplicative number readings:

(10) sata
hundred

tähte-ä
star-part

‘one hundred stars.’

(11) sada-t
hundred-pl

tähde-t
star-pl

‘hundreds of stars.’

−→ Plurality originates on the cardinal numeral itself (cf. Corver & Kranendonk 2009).

2. Plurale tantum nouns:

(12) a. kahde-t
two-pl

kasvo-t
face-pl

‘two faces’

b. *kaksi
two

kasvo-t/-a
face-pl/-part

1(cf. Rappaport 2003, Bošković 2006, and Pesetsky 2013 on the genitive of quantification in Polish
and Russian.
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−→ Plurality originates on the plurale tantum noun, where it is obligatory. There is no
special semantic effect.

3. Shifted counting unit:

(13) a. kahde-t
two-pl

suka-t
sock-pl

‘two sets (esp. pairs) of socks’

b. neljä-t
four-pl

työ-kalu-t
work-tool-pl

‘four sets/kinds of tools’

This possibility seems to be highly restricted by semantic or pragmatic factors:

(14) a. kolme-t
three-pl

??(eri)
different

kuka-t
flower-pl

‘three (distinct) sets of flowers’
b. kolme-t

three-pl
venee-t,
boat-pl,

??(jotka
which

oli
were

kaikki
all

maalattu
painted

eri
different

värisiksi)
colour

‘three sets of boats, each painted with a different colour’

−→ Plurality originates on the noun, signalling a shift in the unit for counting.

4. Distributivity/Pluractionality

(15) a. Jo-i-mme
drink-pst-1pl

kahde-t
two-pl

olue-t.
beer-pl

‘We drank two beers each.’
b. Ost-i-n

buy-pst-1sg
kahde-t
two-pl

olue-t.
beer-pl

‘I bought beers twice.’

−→ Plurality originates on a silent distributive operator2 in the clause.

5 An Analysis

5.1 The nature of plural marking

• Plural marking is a legitimate way of licensing DivP in Finnish, just like in English:

(16) Komero-ssa
cupboard-ine

ei
neg.3sg

ole
be

vaatte-i-ta.
clothes-pl-part

‘There are no clothes in the cupboard.’ (Karlsson 2002:71)

• Insofar as it partakes in agreement/concord processes, formalised via the operation Agree,
plural must involve a binary (17a) or multi-valent (17b) feature:

(17) a. [pl:+] vs. [pl:−] b. [num:pl] vs. [num:sg]

• From a morphosyntactic point of view, singular marking doesn’t behave on a par with
plural. Rather, it behaves like a default morphological realisation in the absence of plural.
As soon as plural marking is introduced somewhere in the structure, everything agrees.

2Cf. Choe 1987 and Oh 2006 for distributive quantification in Korean, and Park 2008 for its link with
plural marking.
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• This suggests that (17a) is on the right track: plural is [pl:+], singular is [pl:(–)].

• Nouns, numerals, adjectives, and demonstratives all have a feature [pl: ], triggering
concord. If it remains unvalued, it will receive a default value as [pl:–] at PF (cf.
Preminger 2014). If [pl:+] is introduced somewhere in the structure, it will value the
[pl: ] features throughout the noun phrase.

5.2 The structure

I have adopted, minimally, a structure like the following:

(18) (DP)

(Do) NumP

CardP Num′

Numo DivP

Divo NP

CardP

• Following Ouwayda (2017), Scontras (2014), Sudo (2016), and Mart́ı (2018), CardPs
denote arguments of type n, the type of natural numbers.

• [[three]] = 3

DivP

• Following Borer (2005), the DivP layer performs a dividing function. Adopting Link’s
(1983) dual-domain model, I take it to map the denotation of the NP from the domain
M of masses to the domain D of individuals.

• [[Divo]] = λP ⊆M. λx ∈ D. ∃y [P (y) & p(y) = x] (Inclusive plural denotation)
where p : M −→ D is the universal packager function

• In Finnish both the plural feature [pl:+] and CardPs can syntactically license DivP. In
NNCs, the latter option is the more derivationally economical, and thus the one ordinarily
used.

(19) a. [DivP [pl:+] [ Divo [NP N ]]] (plural morphology)
b. [DivP CardP [ Divo [NP N ]]] (singular morphology)

NumP

• I assume the following denotation for Numo:

(20) [[Numo]] = λP.λn.λx. #(x) = n & P (x)

(21) For any x ∈ D, #(x) = the number of ys s.t. y v x & UNIT (y)
where (counting) units are non-identical to atoms and are established pragmati-
cally for each noun
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5.3 Approximate number readings

[pl:+] originates and is interpreted in CardP itself, resulting in an approximate (or more pre-
cisely multiplicative) reading of the cardinal (as in Corver & Kranendonk 2009, cf. Rothstein’s
(2013) APPROX operator).

• I suggest that CardPs are extended NPs, akin to proper names in the syntax (they are
DPs) and in the semantics (they are rigid designators), as in (23a).

• Like proper names, they can be coerced into a “common noun” reading when plural (23b).

• Like any DivP in Finnish, pluralised cardinals behave like an indefinite noun phrase.

(22) sada-t
hundred-pl

tähde-t
star-pl

‘hundreds of stars.’

(23) a. [[sataDP ]] = 100 (type n)
[[JohnDP ]] = John (type e)

b. [[sadatDivP ]] = {n : n = 100}* (type < n, t >)
[[JohnsDivP ]] = {x : x is named ‘John’ }* (type < e, t >)

(24) [[ [NumP sada-t tähde-t ] ]] =
λx. ∃n. n ∈ {n : n = 100}* & #(x) = n & STAR*(x)

5.4 Pluralia tantum nouns

Pluralia tantum nouns are ordinary plurals, with the exception of a morpho-phonological
requirement that they should be bound within a certain local domain.

(25) a. *kasvo
face

b. kasvo-t
face-pl
‘face’

c. kasvo-kuva
face-picture
‘portrait’

Under our approach, where plurals are inclusive, both (26) and (27) are unproblematic:

(26) yhde-t
one-pl

hää-t
wedding-pl

‘one wedding’
(compatibility with numeral one)

(27) Ol-i-n
be-pst-1sg

hä-i-ssä.
wedding-pl-ine

‘I was at a wedding.’
(inclusive reading)

Because of their idiosyncratic requirement, pluralia tantum force DivP to be licensed by [pl:+],
while CardP Merges directly in Spec-NumP.

(28) a. kahde-t
two-pl

kasvo-t
face-pl

‘two faces’

b. NumP

CardP
kahde-t

Numo DivP

[pl:+]

Divo NP
kasvo-t6



5.5 Shifted counting units

I propose that counting units are not syntactically or semantically encoded, but are rather
determined pragmatically for each individual noun.

• Underdefinedness of counting units:

(29) I drank three beers last night.
−→ three types of beer (“universal sorter”)
−→ three pints/bottles/... of beer (“universal packager”)

• Competition between counting units:

(30) a. CONTEXT: I own several pairs of headphones, one for each colour. I am
rummaging through my drawers:
I think I have lost one of my headphones.
−→ Counting unit: pair of headphones

b. CONTEXT: I am wearing a pair of headphones to try and listen to some
music:
I think one of my headphones is not working well.
−→ Counting unit: earpiece.

• Coercion of counting units:

(31) a. We only grow two flowers in this garden: orchids and tulips.
−→ Counting unit: flower types, rather than atoms

b. ?I think I might have lost two socks: the ones John bought me, and the ones
Mary bought me.
−→ Counting unit: pairs of socks, rather than atoms

Finnish does allow [pl:+] to license DivP, yet cardinals can license both DivP and NumP, and
are therefore the most derivationally economical option.

(32) a. kaksi
two

sukka-a
sock-part

‘two socks’

b. NumP

CardP
kaksi

Numo DivP

< CardP >

Divo NP
sukkaa

Using [pl:+] to license DivP and CardP to license NumP is less economical, but may be used
pragmatically a signal of coercion into a different counting unit (pairs, sets, kinds, etc...).
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(33) a. kahde-t
two-pl

suka-t
sock-pl

‘two sets (esp. pairs) of socks’

b. NumP

CardP
kahde-t

Numo DivP

[pl:+]

Divo NP
suka-t

6 Conclusion

I have analysed Finnish NNCs, with particular attention to cases of plural concord.

• Concerning plural marking, I have suggested that:

1. Plurality should be represented morphosyntactically via a binary feature [pl:±],
where plural=[pl:+].

2. Singular morphology is a morphosyntactic default in the absence of a [pl:+] feature.

3. The interpretable feature [pl:+] marks a nominal as count (i.e. licenses DivP),
creating a lattice with inclusive semantics.

• Concerning the cases of plural concord, I have looked at four cases and suggested that:

1. In each case the feature [pl:+] originates in one structural position, where it makes
its semantic contribution, and “spreads” via Agree to the rest of the DP.

2. Approximate number readings:
Cardinals are nominal projections, akin to proper names or indefinites (when plural).

3. Pluralia tantum nouns:
Pluralia tantum are ordinary (inclusive) plurals in the syntax and at LF.

4. Shifted counting units:
A less econominal way of licensing DivP can be used as a signal of coercion to a less
pragmatically salient counting unit.
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